Abstract. Recently, methods based on spectral projection and numerical integration came up in the literature as candidates for reliable high performance eigenvalue solvers. The key ingredients of this type of eigenvalue solver are a Rayleigh-Ritz process and a routine to compute an approximation to the desired eigenspace. The latter computation can be performed by numerical integration of the resolvent. In this article we study the convergence of the resulting method. We investigate the convergence of the Rayleigh-Ritz process in dependence of the normwise difference between the used subspace and the desired eigenspace. Then, upper bounds for these norms are derived for the Gauß-Legendre rule and the trapezoidal rule.
Some advances have been made concerning the analysis of the method [26] . In this reference, emphasis was put on the convergence of the "outer" iteration of the algorithm (see Algorithm 2.1 below). In [13] , we presented a simple analysis of the method explaining certain aspects with numerical experiments. The aim of the present work is to analyze the convergence from another point of view. We will show under which conditions the numerical integration process converges. Further we analyze the implications of this convergence to the errors in the computed eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The document is structured as follows. Section 2 gives an overview on the basic FEAST algorithm. In Section 3 we investigate under which conditions the computed eigenvectors and eigenvalues converge towards their exact counterparts. The derived error bounds are given in terms of the distance U − U, where U is a basis of the eigenspace and U is an approximation to it. In Section 4 we state error bounds for certain norms of this distance U − U for the case that U os obtained by the trapezoidal and Gauß-Legendre rule, respectively. Some numerical results are reported in Section 5 and in Section 6 we conclude the article. Throughout the article, the symbol · will denote the Euclidean norm of a vector or matrix, respectively.
2. FEAST algorithm. The FEAST algorithm aims at computing eigenpairs of (A, B) in a given interval I λ = λ, λ . As pointed out in [13] , its main ingredients are a Rayleigh-Ritz process and numerical integration of the resolvent (zB − A) −1 B. The Rayleigh-Ritz process is a framework for extracting eigenvectors and eigenvalues of a matrix (pair) from a subspace U. The following steps are performed:
1. Find a suitable basis U for a space U. 5. Check convergence criterion; if not satisfied, go back to step 1. In step 4, a column of the matrix U W is called a Ritz vector, the corresponding entry of Λ is called Ritz value. The question under which conditions Ritz values converge towards eigenvalues and Ritz vectors converge towards eigenvectors is discussed in Section 3. In the FEAST algorithm, the matrix U is computed by an approximation to the spectral projector P onto the eigenspace belonging to the eigenvalues in I λ . It can be shown that the exact projector is given by [13] (2.1) P = 1 2πi
Compute the Rayleigh quotients
In (2.1), the symbol C denotes a simply closed curve in C that encircles exactly the m eigenvalues (counted with multiplicity) of (A, B) that reside in I λ and no other. The subspace U in the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure can be chosen as the span of U := PY, where Y is a full rank matrix with m columns. If Y ⋆ BX has full rank, where X is a basis of the eigenspace belonging to the eigenvalues of (A, B) residing in I λ , we have that span(U) = X . The integral (2.1) and therefore the matrix U = PY can be approximated by numerical integration. The resulting basic FEAST algorithm uses an approximation U to U and reads as in Algorithm 2.1. It is basically a Rayleigh-Ritz procedure with a special choice of U. In [9] and [26] it was shown that FEAST can be seen as subspace iteration with the matrix P.
In an actual implementation it is performed with a perturbed version of P; an analysis from this point of view can be found in [26] 3 In this work we will present a convergence analysis of FEAST that is based on the error in the numerical integration of (2.1), i. e., the difference U − U, where U denotes an approximation to U. Algorithm 2.1 Skeleton of the FEAST algorithm [12, 13] Input: An interval I λ = λ, λ and an estimate m of the number of eigenvalues in I λ . Output:m ≤ m eigenpairs with eigenvalues in I λ .
1: Choose Y ∈ C n× m of rank m and compute an approximation U to 3. Perturbation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors. In this section we will give a short overview on error bounds for eigenvalues and eigenvectors obtained by the Rayleigh-Ritz approach. The errors depend on the normwise difference δ := U − U , where U denotes a basis of the desired eigenspace and U is an approximation. If the matrix Y in (2.1) was chosen properly (see above), U obtained by (2.1) is a basis for the eigenspace. However, we do not require U to be obtained by an integration process. For instance, U could be obtained by a polynomial approximation process or some other matrix function approach, see, e. g., [12, 21] . This kind of error analysis is not very common. In most of the well studied eigenvalue methods, e. g., those based on Krylov subspaces, one is not seeking the exact eigenspace. In those methods bounds of the form U − U are typically not available, hence the presented analysis does not apply. For any n × m-matrix X, let A X define the Rayleigh quotient X ⋆ AX corresponding to the space span(X). Let B X be defined accordingly.
Perturbation of eigenvalues.
For an n × m-matrix U we may make the ansatz U ⋆ A U = A U + E for an error matrix E and obtain 
In the generalized case, involving a definite matrix pair (A, B), we first can interpret the Rayleigh quotient B U as a perturbed Rayleigh quotient of B U , where U fulfills AU = BUH for some square matrix H. Similarly to (3.1), we obtain
with F ≤ (δ 2 + 2δ U ). Recently, Nakatsukasa [15] published a theorem in the spirit of Weyl's classic theorem for the eigenvalues of a definite matrix pair. As a consequence, we can obtain an error bound for the Ritz values of (A, B) corresponding to U that depends on δ. The result can be formulated as follows.
where ∆ := (δ 2 + 2δ U ). The right hand side of (3.2) converges to 0 as δ → 0. Other eigenvalue bounds depending on the norm U − U can be found in [11] . They are also consequences of Weyl's theorem and yield upper bounds on the approximation error of similar order as those stated above. In [12, Cor. 2.6] also a version for the generalized eigenvalue problem can be found.
Perturbation of eigenvectors.
The convergence theory for eigenvectors is more complicated than that one for eigenvalues. First, an appropriate measure for the "distance" of vectors has to be defined. This distance is typically defined as the angle between vectors, see, e. g., [10] . For two nonzero vectors x, y ∈ C n the angle θ := ∠(x, y) is defined implicitly by the relation
The well-definition follows from the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. Angles can also be measured in the scalar product defined by a Hermitian positive definite matrix B, that is, x ⋆ By. This scalar product first induces a norm, the so called B-norm x B := √ x ⋆ Bx. Then the angle between x and y in the B scalar product, ∠ B (x, y), is defined implicitly by the equation
The usual way to measure angles between a vector and a subspace or between two subspaces is by means of the so called principal angles, see [8, Sec. 6.4.3] . In [10] , a comprehensive overview on principal angles defined by the scalar product induced by B can be found. Given two m-dimensional subspaces U, V ⊂ C n , there are m principal angles between those subspaces. The largest canonical angle will be denoted ∠(U, V). It can be shown that cos ∠(U, V) = U ⋆ V , given orthonormal bases U and V of U and V, respectively. For the B-scalar product we then have cos ∠ B (U, V) = U ⋆ BV , if U and V are orthonormal with respect to that scalar product [10] .
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For any two spaces U = span(U), U = span( U) of same dimension it can be shown that [10, Lem. 5.5]
is the condition number of U with respect to the Bnorm. The symbol B 1/2 denotes the square root of B, see [8] . In this and any other statement where the square root of B appears, it can also be replaced by its Cholesky factor [8] or any matrix K fulfilling K ⋆ K = B. Thinking of U as an eigenspace of (A, B) with B-orthonormal basis U, (3.3) boils down to
U is a matrix with orthonormal columns in this case. Hence, a way to limit the sine of the largest canonical angle between two subspaces in terms of the bases of those subspaces has been found. In particular, if an upper bound for the normwise distance between bases of the eigenspace and an approximation is known, statements on the largest principal angle between those two spaces can be made. Note that for small numbers θ we have θ ≈ sin θ. It is clear that for a vector u ∈ U we have
This follows from the min-max definition of angles, see [3] . Next, we will explain how bounds for the angle ∠ B (u, u) for a an eigenvector u and a vector u ∈ U can be obtained. From the convergence of Ritz values and a small angle ∠ B (u, U) it does not follow that there is vector u ∈ U such that ∠ B (u, u) is small. See the discussion in [24] . The convergence of Ritz vectors depends on the distance of Ritz values. THEOREM 3.3. Let (u, λ) be any eigenpair of (A, B). Let λ be an approximate eigenvalue extracted from U and let η be the distance between λ and the approximate eigenvalues other than λ. Then there is an approximate eigenvector u associated with λ such that
where γ ≤ A . Proof. We write the generalized eigenequation in form of a standard eigenequation as
obtaining B 1/2 u = y as eigenvector of the pair (A, B) corresponding to eigenvalue λ. Similarly we obtain the Ritz vector B 1/2 u belonging to the space B 1/2 U. Applying a corresponding theorem for the standard eigenvalue problem [19, Thm. 4.6] yields
for some number γ in the first place. Next, let U be a B-orthonormal basis of U . For γ we obtain, similarly to the theorem in [19] , [10] ) finishes the proof. Combining Theorem 3.3 with (3.4) and (3.5) yields convergence of Ritz vectors towards eigenvectors, if U −→ U. More precisely, if U is a B-orthonormal matrix, then, as U −→ U we obtain
where C := 1 + γ 2 /η 2 . Note that γ is always bounded by A .
Convergence of integration schemes.
In this section we investigate the numerical integration process of (4.1)
Suppose that a parametrization ϕ : [0, 2π] −→ C of the contour C is given. By ϕ we can express the integral (4.1) as
The integration interval can also be chosen differently than [0, 2π], but this choice sometimes simplifies the presentation. Let c := (λ+λ)/2 and r := (λ−λ)/2 denote center and radius of the interval I λ , respectively, λ, λ ∈ spec(A, B). If we set
we obtain for (4.2)
By an integration scheme of order p we denote a sequence of pairs (ω j , t j ) j=0,...,p , defined by integration points t j ∈ [0, 2π] and integration weights ω j ∈ R. The integral (4.2) then is approximated by (4.4)
The goal of this section is to derive error bounds for certain norms of U − U p . We will do so for the trapezoidal and the Gauß-Legendre integration rules. Most of the results in this section are taken from [12] . 4.1. Error bounds for the trapezoidal rule. The integrand of the integral (4.2) is periodic if the parametrization function ϕ is periodic, e. g., a circle as in (4.3) . It is well known that the trapezoidal rule delivers more accurate results if the integrand is periodic [7, 29] . It was Beyn [2] who designed an integration based algorithm for nonlinear eigenvalue problems. In [2] , an error analysis for the trapezoidal rule and a periodic parametrization can be found. In [12] the analysis was adapted to the special case of the generalized, Hermitian eigenvalue problem (1.1). Recently, an article by Trefethen and Weideman [28] 
The following theorem shows that the error of the trapezoidal rule, applied to a scalar function, decays exponentially with p if the function is periodic in an open strip containing the real line. A detailed proof can also be found in [12] . 
where F (t) = t 1−t for t = 1. When investigating the integration of the resolvent G(z) := (zB − A) −1 B, the scalar valued functions r λ (z) := (z − λ) −1 will play a prominent role. If the matrix pair (A, B) has eigenvalues λ 1 , . . . , λ n with corresponding B-orthonormal eigenvectors x 1 . . . , x n , we can write
This leads to the following representation of (4.1),
where we suppose that the eigenvalues are ordered such that λ 1 , . . . , λ m ∈ I λ , λ m+1 , . . . , λ n ∈ I λ . Hence, computing (4.1) numerically amounts to computing the integrals in (4.6) numerically. A parametrized form of the integrals in (4.6) is
Putting the integrand of the last integral in (4.5), we obtain [12] ). Let ϕ be defined on S and 2π-periodic, further let ϕ(z) ∈ Int(C) for Im(z) > 0 and ϕ(z) ∈ Ext(C) for Im(z) < 0. Let dist(λ, C) = min z∈C |λ − z|. Then there are C 1 , C 2 , C 3 > 0 such that
The constants are independent of λ and p. We obtain
by applying Lemma 4.2 to every term of (4.6) and using the triangular inequality. This shows that the normwise error in the computed basis decays exponentially with the integration order. The following theorem summarizes this result and substantiates it for the special case of ϕ being a circle. If we suppose that the eigenvectors x j , j = 1, . . . , n form a B-orthonormal system, we have x j x ⋆ j B = 1 for all j since the matrices x ⋆ j x j B are projectors. 4.2. Error bounds for Gauß-Legendre rule. Another widely used integration rule is the Gauß-Legendre rule, see, e. g., [7] . It has proven to be a reliable integration method in the context of the FEAST algorithm [13, 17] .
Error bounds for the Gauß-Legendre rule typically include high-order derivatives of the function at unknown points of the integration interval [7, p. 98] . Therefore, they are not very useful in practice. In this section we will derive a derivative-free bound for U − U p that shows exponential decay with p. We use an older and (in the author's impression) not well known result of Davis [6] . The key ingredient is that Gauß-Legendre rules of order p integrate polynomials of order ≤ 2p + 1 exactly. LEMMA 4.4 ([6] ). Let the (scalar valued) function f be analytic on [0, 2π] and continuable analytically throughout the interior of an ellipse whose foci are at 0 and 2π and whose sum of semi axes is γ. Then, for every ǫ > 0 there is an integer p ǫ such that for all integers p > p ǫ we have
The functions t → ϕ ′ (t)r λ (ϕ(t)) from the previous section fulfill the prerequisites of the lemma under certain conditions. The parametrization must have a continuation to an ellipse with foci 0 and 2π, and ϕ must not hit the value λ, i. e., ϕ(z) = λ for all values z from the ellipse. We will make statements on the structure of the ellipse below. First, let us state the main result on the error in the Gauß-Legendre rule applied to (zB − A) −1 B. 
where U p denotes the approximation (4.4) of U via the Gauß-Legendre method of order p. The norm in (4.10) is defined for an n × m-matrix M as M B2 := B 1/2 M 2 . Proof. To prove (4.9) we first write
where r λ (z) = (z − λ) −1 . Define g j (t) := ϕ ′ (t)r λj (ϕ(t)), j = 1, . . . , n. Then, for every j, the function g j can analytically be continued to the interior of the ellipse. Hence, the prerequisites of Lemma 4.4 are fulfilled. For every ǫ > 0 and every j we can find a number p j (ǫ) such that
, p j ≥ p j (ǫ), j = 1, . . . , n.
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L. KRÄMER Set p := max j (p j (ǫ)). Then, for every j we have
It follows (note the factor 1/(2πi) in the integral (4.1))
where the last inequality is due to (4.11).
In order to prove the other inequality (4.10) we use the eigenvector expansion (4.6), which induces
since λ m+1 , . . . , λ n ∈ Int(C). Consequently, because the error E Gp (·) is a linear operator, we have with p = max j (p j (ǫ))
The last equality follows by B 1/2 x j 2 = x j B = 1.
The theorem shows that the norm of U− U p decays asymptotically with the factor (π/γ + ǫ) 2p+1 , hence exponentially with the factor (π/γ + ǫ). This factor can be chosen to be smaller than 1 with, e. g., ǫ = (1 − γ/π)/2. In the following, we will discuss the structure of the ellipse from Theorem 4.5. For simplicity, suppose that the parametrization ϕ is given by ϕ(t) := c + r exp(it), a circle centered at the midpoint of the interval I λ . For any of the real eigenvalues λ, the equation
can easily be solved for the complex number z. We have
The number γ from Theorem 4.5 can be computed in dependence of the eigenvalues λ of (A, B). It is defined as sum of the semi axes a, b the ellipse from the theorem, which can be determined by 
where now (x, y) denotes any point on the ellipse. Solving (4.12) for a 1 and inserting in (4.13) at x = 0 yields the equation of fourth order in b 1 ,
The positive solution of this equation is
The main semi axis a 1 then can be computed from (4.12).
Preprint -Preprint -Preprint -Preprint -Preprint -Preprint 5. Numerical example. To illustrate the theory from the previous sections a numerical example will examine the connection between the normwise error in the subspace, the approximation error in the eigenvalues and the canonical angles between the computed subspaces. EXPERIMENT 5.1 ([12] ). We choose a symmetric matrix A of size n = 100 at random by settingǍ = randn(n), A :=Ǎ +Ǎ ⋆ in MATLAB [27] and perform essentially the steps of one FEAST iteration with a random orthonormal starting basis Y ∈ R 100×50 . First, we measure the normwise errors U − U p . If Y has as many columns as the subspace spanned by U, then the theory in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 basically ensures that the errors U − U p converge to zero. In practice, however, the dimension of this subspace is not known in advance. Indeed, the subspace spanned by Y should be chosen larger than the dimension of span(U) [13, 17] . Nevertheless, in this case a subset of the columns of U p would converge. To avoid the problem of a subspace of wrong dimension, we enforce in this example dim(span(U)) = dim(span(Y)) = 50 by choosing the curve C such that it encircles the first 50 eigenvalues of A. We have λ 51 − λ 50 ≈ 0.82, hence we may choose the curve C such that d := dist(C, spec(A)) = 0.41, which would be a fairly large number in practice. The errors U − U p are shown in the top plot of Figure 5 .1. Further, the error bound 2(π/γ) 2p+1 is displayed for each p that was used. In this test we found π/γ ≈ 0.99075, hence being close to 1, even though the curve C has a comfortable distance of about 0.41 to the closest eigenvalue. Note that the integration orders used are extremely large. They range up to p = 2000, while those used in practice in the context of the FEAST algorithm are, e. g. p = 8 or p = 16 [13, 17] . For these comparatively small values from practice, the errors in our experiment were still of order 1. However, the computed subspaces were already able to deliver reasonable eigenvalue approximations. The first 50 exact eigenvalues of A (computed by Matlab's eig) as well as the Ritz values belonging to the subspaces computed by the Gauß-Legendre and trapezoidal rule, each of order p = 16, are shown in Figure 5 .2. Of course, this figure does not report a small absolute error; the approximation error of each Ritz value is still about 0.9 on average. However, it can be seen that the Ritz values are of similar value as the eigenvalues. The process described here corresponds to one single FEAST iteration with dimension of the search space U p being exactly the dimension of the desired eigenspace, which was shown to be problematic [13] . Hence, with a larger subspace, the eigenvalues typically converge faster. Some of the components of U p also move in the correct direction for modest values of p, the 50 canonical angles between U and U p are shown in the bottom plot of Figure 5 .1 for p = 16. For this value of p, the largest canonical angle is still close to π/2. For p = 2000, the largest canonical angles for both integration schemes were of order comparable to U − U p as is stated by the theory, cf. eq. (3.4) . 2p+1 from (4.10). We used (4.10) for the measured and estimated errors, since it does not require the computation of κ(X) for the full eigenvector matrix X. For the eigenvalue approximation, the results where comparable to the results from Experiment 5.1. Here, we had π/γ ≈ 0.9954692. The experiment has shown that a small normwise error in the subspace is not necessary for convergence of subspaces measured by canonical angles or for eigenvalue convergence. The very slow convergence of the subspaces U p towards U can be justified theoretically. In case of the Gauß-Legendre rule we have, according to Theorem 4.5, error bound depending on the ratio π/γ. The number γ is a number that depends on the size of the region of analyticity of the resolvent and which is basically determined by the distance of the curve to the next eigenvalue. In Experiment 5.1, both κ(X) and Y have value 1, since X is the eigenvector matrix of the symmetric matrix A, hence orthonormal, and Y was chosen orthonormal. In the second experiment we can chose Y such that Y B2 = 1. Note that when computing the theoretical error bounds we neglected ǫ > 0 from (4.9), (4.10). For the trapezoidal rule things are slightly different than for the Gauß-Legendre rule. We have, according to Theorem 4.3
if the eigenvectors and Y are orthonormal. In this equation, C 1 and C 2 denote some positive constants and m is the number of eigenvalues inside C. Again we denote by d the distance from the curve C to the closest eigenvalue. With d = 0.41 as in Experiment 5.1, the right hand side of (5.1) converges extremely fast towards zero when thinking of C 1 and C 2 to be of order 1. Hence, the constant C 2 from the experiment must be very small (but still positive). For less artificial examples than in Experiments 5.1, 5.2 the curve C typically passes the spectrum much more closely. For instance, if we have d = 10 −6 (which could be a value from practice), we would obtain π/γ ≈ 0.9999997, a value whose positive powers converge extremely slow towards 0. The same holds for the error bound (5.1). However, the statements about the eigenvalue approximation and the canonical angles stay true, at least in a qualitative sense (the convergence of eigenvalues and canonical angles takes place much earlier than the normwise convergence of the subspaces). In all our experiments with the FEAST algorithm [12, 13] , we only used very modest integration orders, p = 8, 16, 32. In the literature however, in actual computations up to hundreds of thousands (2 18 ≈ 262,000) integration points were used in the context of matrix functions [5] . For nonlinear eigenvalue problems, Beyn used at least orders up to p = 150, see [2] .
6. Conclusions. We presented an error analysis of eigensolvers based on integration. First, we investigated the convergence of Ritz vectors and Ritz values towards eigenvectors and eigenvalues, respectively, in Section 3. The derived error bounds depended on the norm of the error U − U in a certain basis of the eigenspace. The results can also be used independently of how U was computed. This can be done by an integration scheme, or by other approximation methods, e. g., based on polynomials [12, 21] or rational approximation [9] . Afterwards, we presented a convergence analysis of two different integration schemes for the computation of U in Section 4. Taken together, the two kinds of convergence discussed on Sections 3 and 4 imply convergence of the integration based method with respect to the integration order p.
